Two-dimensional (2D) van der Waals (vdW) materials show a range of profound physical properties that can be tailored through their incorporation in heterostructures and manipulated with external forces [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The recent discovery of long-range ferromagnetic order down to atomic layers provides an additional degree of freedom in engineering 2D materials and their heterostructure devices for spintronics, valleytronics and magnetic tunnel junction switches 6-9 . Here, using direct imaging by cryo-Lorentz transmission electron microscopy we show that topologically nontrivial magnetic-spin states, skyrmionic bubbles, can be realized in exfoliated insulating 2D vdW Cr2Ge2Te6. Due to the competition between dipolar interactions and uniaxial magnetic anisotropy, hexagonally-packed nanoscale bubble lattices emerge by field cooling with magnetic field applied along the out-of-plane direction. Despite a range of topological spin textures in stripe domains arising due to pair formation and annihilation of Bloch lines, bubble lattices with single chirality are prevalent. Our observation of topologically-nontrivial homochiral skyrmionic bubbles in exfoliated vdW materials provides a new avenue for novel quantum states in atomically-thin insulators for magneto-electronic and quantum devices.
The isolation of a diverse range of atomically-thin two-dimensional (2D) layers from bulk van der Waals (vdW) materials has enabled new avenues in materials science, condensed matter physics and device engineering. Despite observation of all major electronic classes in 2D vdW layers (metal, insulators and semiconductors), the observation of ferromagnetic phases was missing until its discovery in Cr halides and chalcogenides in 2017 10, 11 . Following this discovery, 2D magnets with long-range order have been investigated extensively for their fundamental spin physics in low dimensions and for their potential applications to heterostructures with other 2D materials for the advent of widely tunable properties [10] [11] [12] [13] . Utilizing long-range ferromagnetic order, anomalous quantum Hall effects and spin filtered tunneling across 2D vdW heterostructures have been demonstrated [14] [15] [16] .
Beyond simple ferromagnetism, skyrmionic spin textures are an exciting avenue for design and realization of topologically-driven, strongly-correlated quantum states in exfoliated 2D vdWs materials and their heterostructures for driving quantum coherence in devices. Such skyrmionic textures have been reported in chiral magnets, such as B20 metals and insulating Cu2OSeO3 in which the antisymmetric super exchange interaction (or Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, DMI) competes with dominating ferromagnetic exchange interaction [17] [18] [19] . In this case, the chirality (or handedness) is single-valued for a given crystal, as the sign of DMI vector is determined by underlying crystal structures. The individual skyrmion size and hexagonal skyrmion-lattice parameter are independent of magnetic field and fixed by the ratio between the magnitudes of ferromagnetic exchange interaction and the DMI.
Particle-like skyrmions are of interest for future spintronic applications as they can be easily manipulated by spin current and strain.
Topologically-nontrivial spin textures have also been reported in centrosymmetric magnets due to a competition between the magnetic dipolar interaction and magnetocrystalline anisotropy 20, 21 bubbles, the chirality is randomly chosen, and the size of bubbles is inversely scaled with external magnetic fields. Furthermore, the bubbles in a lattice are arranged in a hexagonally close-packed way and easily manipulated by electric current.
In this study, we show that topologically nontrivial spin textures, Bloch line pairs and skyrmionic bubbles, can be realized in exfoliated 2D vdW Cr2Ge2Te6. Due to strong magnetic anisotropy with an out-of-plane easy axis, the ground-state stripe domains in exfoliated flakes turn into skyrmionic bubbles with external magnetic field applied perpendicular to the c-axis. Unlike conventional magnetic bubbles, the skyrmionic bubbles in CGT (Cr2Ge2Te6) are homochiral (or single-chiral).
Particle-like topological spin textures in insulating CGT can provide avenues to practically realize various theoretically proposed applications such as ultrafast and ultralow-power digital as well as synaptic, neuromorphic logic [25] [26] [27] . In addition, due to the extended nature of these spin textures when incorporated into 2D heterostructures with materials that host other quantum states such as single photon emitters 28 could provide an avenue for coherent coupling over long ranges for quantum information as all magnetic moments inside domains are parallel to the imaging direction, the LTEM contrast is only generated by domain walls, forming either bright-dark or dark-bright bands (Fig. 1f) . Here, the magnetization directions in domain walls are assumed to be also alternating across each domain.
In Figure 2 , we show ground-state magnetic domain structures at low temperature in CGT TEM sample prepared by FIB along the bc plane projection. We fabricated the sample with four sections in a range of discrete thicknesses (91 ~ 301 nm), estimated by their electron-energy-loss spectra (EELS). The magnetic contrast shows up when the sample was cooled below 60 K, a few K below the reported Tc for bulk crystals 11 .
The magnetic contrast observed in Fig. 2a is consistent with the stripe domain structure depicted in Fig. 1b along the ab plane projection and demonstrates the strong anisotropy of CGT that persists despite additional shape anisotropy terms.
Interestingly, the averaged domain width is thickness-dependent (Fig. 2c) for poled ferromagnetic spin states are also thickness dependent (Fig. 2d) , which indicates a tangible effects of boundary conditions on stripe domain structures. Both
Tc and Hc decrease with decreasing sample thickness. For the 91 nm thick section, the Tc was 57 K, which is considerably lower than the bulk value of 65 K. This fact is consistent with the drastically decreased Tc ~ 35 K reported for double layer CGT film 11 .
We investigated low-T magnetic spin textures on ab plane in the sample that is mechanically exfoliated on polymer poly-dimethoxy silane (PDMS) stamps and dry transferred with micron level precision onto silicon nitride TEM grid with 10 μm x 10 μm observation window. Before exfoliation, the silicon nitride membrane (20 nm thick) on the observation window was removed to enhance Lorentz microscopy contrast. The narrow observation window keeps the exfoliated CGT sample flat to shown in Fig. 3 . For residual-field cooling case, the stripe domains with alternating spin aligned along the easy axis evolve and some bubble domains as well, as shown in Fig. 3a . With increasing external magnetic field, the stripe domain become narrow 
